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THE PRODUCTION OF. CASCADE PARTICLES BY 5.5-Bev/c PIONS 

· William B. Fowler .• Wileoa .M. Powell. and John I. Shonle 

.Lewreoce Ra.~ation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley. California. 

November Z4, 1958 

ABSTRACT 

The first ·observed production of a.ego.tive cascade particles at an 

accelerator is reported. A 30-lnch propane bubble chamber wae exposed to 

a beam of negative pl~ne o! 5. 5 Bev/ c.· Two cas<:ade·a were identified, 

ladlca.ttng a productloa croee .section of Z.l~t~ J.lb. The 0 values found were 
. . . . . : .. . . . ~10 . 
49.5 • 1.9 Mev aad 53.6 c 11.3 Mev. The lifetimes .were 1.9 :t: 0.1 X 10 see 

and 5~2. s 0~4X 10 .. 10 see •. Both S•e were produced backwards te. the center

of-momentum system. The identUication process and background is 

dlecueaect. 
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THE PRODUCTION OF CASCADE PARTICLES BY 5.5-Bev/e PIONs• 

William B. Fowler, Wl1aon M. Powell a.nd John I. Shonle 
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t1niver sity of California 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The cascade particle waa first obse&"ved ia a cloud chamber by the 
·~ . . . ~' 

Manchester group. 1 However, at that time there wae c:oneiderm.ble uncertainty 

as to.;: the nature o! this new particle, alnce they were unable to identify the 

v0• Anderson et al. 2 e•tabliahed that the v0 was a A. Later A.rmenteroa et al. 3 

were able to definitely identify the negative secondary as a pioo. Most of the 

subsequent data b~ve &leo come from cloud chamber observations of cosmic-ray 

events;. There have been eome data reported from emulsioa etaeks exposed to 

cosmic rays, but!~e evidence is leas conclusive, since the A can not usually be 

fouod.. Because so lew cascades have been observed, very little is knowa. about 

the particle other than the existence of the one decay mod~, Which has been well 

e stabU.shed. A good summary of ov knowledge of cascades is reported in a 

general straftge-partiele review article by F:raodnettl an.d Morpurgo. 4 
. 
··. 

The production of cascade particles by 5.5-Bev/ c pions ln propaRe is 

reported here as the firet observation of cascade production by an accelerator. 

II.,~ EXPElUMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

A 30-iach propane bubble chamber operated in a 13-kilogaues magnetic: 

field5 was exposed to a 5.5-Bev/c: beam~ of Degative pions fr.om a beryllium 
0 . ' . · .. 

target located 14 upstream from the :West straight section of the Bevatron • 
. "'.~:(-

• • 

This work was done under the auspices of the U. 5. ·.Atomic Energy C.ommieaion. 
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. . 0 
Negative pion• at 0 from the beam were deflected by the Bevatron field 

through a thin wimlow in the vacuum tank. Two 8-inch quadrupole mag11ete 

were uaed for £ocuio.g, a<\juated to give an image at the· chamber of the 

target 1 loch high and 2.8 in. wide. An analysing magnet deflected the beam 

7.2.0 , ~eo that 5.5-Bev/c pione arrived at the center of the chamber. The 

dispersion. was 80 Mev/ c per bach, and the wacertaiaty at any point due to the 

target alae was i!: 125 Mev/ c. The total distance from the ~get to the center 

of the chamber was 56 feet. Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement. 

All together. 31.500 stereo pairs of pict\U"ea were taken on 70-mm film. 
. . 0 . . 

The fUm was scanned for all V •e with origins visible in the chamber. The 

ecan carda were examined for possible ca1c:ade decays, and these events were 

thea exami11ed by a phyeic:lat. ThoGe events ill which the v 0 could have 

possibly come from a kink in a secoadary track and which lay on the oppo•ite 

aid~ of the secoad&ry track fi'·Om the deflected trac:k were measured. The 

possible caecade decaya were oot restricted to riegative particles. Fifteen 

eve~te satisfied. the visual-appearance criterion.. two of them positive. 

Two methode of meaaurillg were used, and most eveote were measured 

by both. One method was to reproject through an optical eyatem eUnllar to 

that uaed on the chamber but with air replacing the propane. A correction for 

the index of refractioll of propaa~ wau made. The tracks in the two views were 

recombined Oft a ground-glaae screen, aa.d angles and curvatvea were 

measured. The curvatvea were m.eaeUJ"ed by fitting templates to the tracks 

ln apace. The other method of measuriq waa by the use of a digitized micJ'o .. 

scopes meaaul'ing directly oa. the two negatives. The locatioll8 of a series of 

points along a track in each view were punched directly onto IBM cards. l'heso 

card• were thell proceeaed by an IBM 650 calculator which gave an output of mo

meota and acgles, with error a based on the iawrnal consiateo.cy. Allowance was made 
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!or the errors in curvature caused by multiple scattering in the propane. 

Th.a agreement betweetl the two methods of measuring was compatible with 

the errors given in each case. 

UI. IDENTIFICATION 

Of the fifteen. event.& submitted for measurement, only two were found 

to be consistent with the known properties of a cascade. They are shown in . . . . 

Fig e •. Z and 3 •. The other events are discussed in a later section. For an 

event to be considered a cascade the following criteria had to be satisfied.· 

(a) The V~· had. to be .identified as a A. 

(b) The plane of the A had to contain the cascade decay point. 

(c) The plane of the cas~ade and its decay pion bad to contain the decay. 

point of the A. 

· (d) Transverse momentum of the A had to balance about ita Une of flight. 

(e) Transverse momenta of..the pion aad the A a:t the cascade decay point 

had to balance. 

(f)-- The relative ioniz~tion had to be cone.istent with the assumption of a 

cascade decay. 

(g) The kinematics had to be compatible with the asswnption of 

· :::· - tP+ 'If .. + -66 Mev. 

Cdterion (a) rules out the identification of possible :.!- - n + n- modes. 

Criteria (c), (e), and (g) would eliminate poesible leptonic decay modes of 

'~ cascades. 

lti general it b not always possible to distinguish a A !rom .a a0 • No ,,. 

event was rejected solely because the .v0 could not be positively identified ae 

a A. Ho~ever, in both the identified caecadtas, the vi0 was definitely established 

as a·A. In one case (17776) the A was identified readily because the positive 

· ... :-



.. prong was a stopping proton, and the measured Q value was 35 ± 6 Mev. Ia 

the other case (49811) the measured Q ou the assumption of a A VII:UJ 31 ± 7 Mev 
. . . 0 

and on tho a.ssumptloa of a fl wa.e 180 d:: 2.1 Mev, so that the lit to a A on Q value 

0 . alone wae. better than to a 8 • Ion.ieation estimates from gap counting wel'e 

decisive lor the positive prongfe being a proto.n rather than a positive pion.. 

Both events satisfied the two coplanarity requirements within. the errors. 

Coplanarity was checked visually on the apace reprojector by actually fitting 

the plaues in question, and by spatial recoru~tructton from the microscope 
. . 

measurements. Both events satis!ied tl'I!Ulsverac momentum balance to within. 

1.3 standard deviations or less {rom the uo.adjuote(.\ values. Table 1 shows the 

amount of unbalance and the errors. Later an adjustment wa.s made. to give 

exa<:t trausv~~?.rse momentum. balance. 

In both events the ioni~ation of the trackG was consistent with the 

particl€1. i.deotltiee ol a cascade decay. Ionization was estimated from com

.. pari son with t~acks of known ionization in each picture. The poal~}e tracks 

of the J)1 e could be identified as heavier than' pions, and the easca.de tJ'ack ln 

49837 was definitely heavier than a l(·"'. 

Finally, the Q values calculawd for the two evtmts agreed sathlactorUy 
. . 6 

with the pr€l&ent valu o£ 66 * 3. Mev. 

The only reasonabie po18sible$1ter!Ul.tive interpretation of both events ls 

I! .. + n. - 1J • + A + no where the outgoing. neutron and carbon reeoU must have 

their resultant momentwn io. essentially the £Grwa.rd direction. Because of 

the Fermi" momentwn of the neutron before the reaction and the two unknown 

outgoing momenta of the neutrcn and carbon r0coil. the problem does not lend 

itli1elf readily to calculation. If the a~aumption. o£ tan essentially free neutron. 

is made, then a 1:· of 815 Mev/ c would satisfy the visible kinematics for 

1"1?76. 'rhis interpl'filltathm ca.nnot be e9-tcludod on the grounds of measured 

momentum,. :since the track ln. questioa was too short to measure, or ou the· 

·-:-' 

I 

• l 
l 
I 



·.Table 1 
. . . i . . . . . 

The measured momen~ and ailgles a.od the constrained yalu.es~lor the various traclt.e.of·th~ two ef/'enta are 
' . . . ' . 

given. The· track numbers are the· sa.me as in Figs. Z and 3. +ij refer.s to the angle. bet:~een. Track i a~d. · 
j • . • " . • • • . . . 

Track j. The adjustment parameter .,. is the adJustment in a va.rl~ble' divided by the.' measurement, error for 

in that variable. The ivatue listed in brackets. under measured. motD:eutum for. Track S is the value. ca~~ 

cubited from the coneti'a$.ned A yariables. The transverse momentum unbalaace at the .four decay· pOinte 

is given.· The sum of the squares of the adjustment paramete~. l:('ri)l. whic'~ indic.ates.the reliability of 

the adjustment. is given. 

Event Track 
No. 

---
Measured 

momentum 
(Bev/c) 

Constrained 
momentlJDl·. 
()B·ev/c) . 

7. 
Angle 
·No.· 

Measured 
'value 

Cdegreesl 

Constrained 
va:lue · 

(degrees). 

T 

\. 

• ..., 
------------~----------~----------------------~~ ' D'""-CL....L...lL A..!L ... fL2'-="-------~-------
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grouade of iold.zatlon. since satu:raUon. was reached io. thie picture at a 

1'$la:tlve ionbatio~a of about two. In 49837. an incoming ~- ct 1180 Mev/c 

could satisfy the visible kinematics. This oitution is dose enough to the 

observed momentum and ionization that it may not 'be excluded. However, 

lt b improbable that two eveo.ta would. occur With theb cbarged pro11ge 

sathfyiftg aU the identlfication crlteJ'i.a for t:ascadee. Thus it ie coftclud.ed 

that the events in question are eascade decays •. 

tV. 1\ESULTS 

The followililg c.onstl'aints were applied. to reduce the errors due to 

the meaeurement uac.ertabttiee in calculatiag the C values of the cascade 

decays~ The m-enta and aagles of the·. A .. decay products wel'e a4juated to 

give a Q for the .A of exactly .3?.4 Mev aftd to satisfy transverse momeatum 

· be.lanc,e and coplanarity with respect to the· cascade decay point. These adjut

menta wel'e made with the requirement \bat the sum of the squares of the . ~ . 

adjustments il'l a .variable dtvlded by the measurement ezozoor for that variable 

be a minim:u~. The A-momentum was c&lculated from the acljueted values. 

At the cascade 4ecay point the a.cljuetmeat req~red t•anaverse momentum 

·balance and copl&lnUity for the A aod v· with l'espect to the cascade-particle 

Uru; o.f flight. The amounts of the.adjustJ:Deote are sbowa fn ·Table J. The Q 

values of the casead..es were then calculated from these adjusted vatuee. 

Derivatives o£ the Q value wttl\ respe.ct to its parameters were taken. These 

derivatives were then. multlplied by the uncertainties lathe variables. and a 

square root of the sum of the squares waa taken to give the error tn the Q value. 

The Q values thu obtained ~re 49.5 a T. 5 Mev for event 17776, and 

53.6 ~ ll.l Mev fol' 49837. The errors are approximately one ataadard 

devlatioa. The times !or &ach particle's Ufe ta its own rest aye,em were 
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-10 . ~ . -10 < 

1.9 * O.lX.lO sec for 17776 and 5.Z = 0.4Xl0 sec for 1!9.83'7. 

A production croee section lor cascades was found in the following 

manner. The ntamber of beam-pion tracks eaterlog the scanaing region 

ln. e-very hlicdredth pt.ctue was recorded.. ae well as the aumber of usable 

pictures. A picture was coasl<lered unuaable if there were too many tracks 

la tt lor efficieftt ec:anlliag. Ia some p~ctuee parts of the chambel' were not 

visible,. owt.og eltber to partial failure ol the lights or to a realdual bubble. 

lD these ~aeee a _suitable correction was made. Not all the tracks enteriftg 

the aeaoo.ing reators traverse its efttlre length, ai.Ace parts of some tracke 

are removed by lateractione. A lOOfo correction for thls effect was made, 

b.ised on a: mean free path ~f l06 :11 10 em for all beam ... pl~ft lrateractiofts in 
~ :;::. •. . . 

propane. A 6% correctloa was made for .the muon coatamioatloo d~ to decays 
. . ·. . . ' . 

,i,~:·.\ 

"lo lllght ot the plon.a. From the&e !lgutee the path leg~ traversed by the 
. .· :;. ·. (] 

pions was determloed. 

The scanning efflc:iflncy for caseadea was estimated as follows. Scanners 
0 . 0 

. were laetl"ucted to eeurch for V · particles and to· indicate whether the V 

particle appeared to be produced la the· wall of the chamber or in the propane. 

0 The combined efficiency for ftodins V particles from visible beam interactions, 

as determlne4 from two or more suc:ceaslve scans by diffel'ent ecaoaere, was 

85 d: S%. k was felt that the eUlcleocy for auaociating a v0 with a ldok 1ft a 

secondary track would be lese thaa. for a.eaociatlnglt with a beam interaction. 

A cheek of one-etghtb of the plcturee scanned revealed ao caaes in which a v0 

ahould have been aseodated with a kinked secondary track aad wae aot. This 

check indicated that the. eca~mlq eifldeacy for ca•cadel!l was not much lower 
. 0 

than fol' V •a. A lower limit of SO% was chosen to ~e conservative. Accordingly, 

the efflcteacy £or finding cascadea was estimated to be 10:!: %. 
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Since cascades in. which the A particles decay via the neutral mode would 

not be detf;lcted by the procedure used, a correction based on the branching 

ratio for A decay was made. 

Frem theme figures the me~n free path for the production of a cascade 

in propalie wa• foun.d to be 3.2 X to6 em . 

.A.ft .A 1./l law· was assumed for the ehlelding of the ftueleons in carbon. 

and. a. erose section .per nucleon of l.3~t~ microbai'DS Was _obt_aiu}d. Almost 

all the error is due to. the poor atatlstics of the small aumber of events. and 
. . . ~ 

represents a con£idence coefficient of -~.84. · 
. -~· 

.:. 

Since hu.Uc:ation.a are that the lifeti~e of tbe ';!! .. is on the order of 1 to 

· .. to 1 f · · .... . b lOX 10 sec.· a i etlme correction to the cross secuon is proba ly not 

large for a. chan1bel' of this size. A lifetime much di~fereftt from this would 

require a coneidetably correction. No correctio.n was made tor possible 

alterftative decay modes. A. decay mode With a etraugeneae change of two, 

namely»: .. - u + w·. would not have been foud by the scannln.g method. 

used. Any lepton.lc deeay modes would have been rejected by the identification 

criteria used. This last correction mlght be on the order o£ a factor of two. 

since the leptonic decay rate baaed oc a uaiversal Fermi l11teracUon has been 
. . . . 7 

calculated to be possibly o£ the same order as that for piordc decays. 

Both production events wel'e known to have occurred in carbon. since the 

net outaoing charge was dU'fereut from zero in both cases. In one event (17776), 

there were ab:· outgoing charged prougs. two positive a·nd four negative~ Only 

·ooe particle was ldeo.tifiable by ioft!zation, and that wae a negative pion. There 

were no visible neutral or charged decays associated with the event. Even.t 

49837 hEI.d only_ one outgoiog charged prong. that of the caecade itself. The.re 
o. . . 

was a 81 decay associated with the production origin. An analysis for the 

miss-ins .momentum and energy indicated that the ki11ematics were conshteot 
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with tll.e being another particle o! a K mass.· Thus the Gbservatlons reported 

here do not contradict the assignment o£ 8 = ·2 i.or the cascade. Both 

particles were produced Strongly backwards iB the cea.ter .. of•momentum system. 

One (11176) was at a c. m. angle of aboUt 170 degrees, and the other was at an 

angle of about 16_0 degrees. 

In addition to the above two· events, there was another (46709) ~~~ may . · 
. . . . - . ... . ' t 1 

be interpreted as a cascade, although a K or E decay canftot be. ruleC:l· out. . . . . . r . ' . 

lt ta shoWil ln 'Fig .. 4. '!'he production event had eix charged prong a with zero 

net charge. The· decay eveat showed. a heavily ioo.i.dns negative particle .. 

emitting a · . w .. whl·ch then came to r.est, allowing an acc~ate moment~p''~~~t . 
. ' ... 

determiu.t1o11 to be made. The momentum found was U! tt. 4 Mev/c, and the 
· .. o .o· . . . · 

decay angle~ 99 II: l. io the laboratory ·system. U it is aseumed that the 

decaying partic:le eame to rest or nearly to rest, then. these figures are 

· compatible only with a casca~e decay. The track was too short for measurement 

o£ its momentum, and was at an angle ol 43° £rom the horizontal, eo tha' ioni .. 

zadoa is difficult to estimate.· U the momentum at the decay point ie considered 

a variable, then the decay ldc«:nuatics are also conalsterat with both a K'" 'ITZ and 

a E... A K""fJ.2 decay can be ruled out ~ecause the ionization. of a Kp..a would aot 

have been consistent .with that observed. The other five tracks from the 

prod\lCtion event were long enough for ·g~oci :momentum measurement. eo that a 

kinematical ana.lysls of the production eveot was feasible. The kiilked 
. + 

positive track was identified by ionization as a v • ·There were no vtsil'lle 

associated decays. Visible· transveroe momentum waa out of balance by-about 

"'SO ·Mev/ c, implying at least one neutl'ai particle. Uoder the assumption. that 

the production event was in hydrogen, eDer:gy and momentum conservation 

could be aatiefied only by etretching the measured values oomewhat beyond 
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the e1tperi.mental errors; alld then only for the assumption ot a 1<• -;rZ decay. 

U the prod:uttion event is assumed to be in carbon, then the kinematics 

become far less de£initive bec .. uee of the unknown carbon roeoU, and they 

· are consistent with all three of·tho poeeible tden.titiee o£ the decaying pe.rticle. 

The· K z a.seumption is ·unUkely on groundB of lifetime,. since the particle would 
ft . . 

have tra\'tded oft,ly·O.OlS·of a. ~ean U(e. It la not believed. that this event ita 
,= •. ',. 

definitely deh!nbl~ed to b~ ~:icascade, but it is interesting to\~pecWate that 

A decays, one with a rie~t~nl A decay . . ' . 
. t . . 

should be prese~i·~ ·' :fie· evtdence'~it~r the intel'pretation of thiS· decay as a 

ca.sc:ado ia of .such e. ne.ture that it haa cot b12en in.cl uded in any of the statistics. 

V. BACKGR.OUN.O 

Most of the background events c:ould be rejected for !allure to comply 

with two or three o! tho reqUirements demanded for cascade identification.· 

Table Ullsts the background ev·enta and in.dleatea which of the iden.tification 

criteria were not satisfied.. 'fhe identity of the v0 h .given whenever possible. 

The proper classU'icatton o! these backg.roun.d events .ls difficult. Itt both the 

+ . + 0 positive cases the events are probably K charge exchange: K + n - p + () • 

In ~wo Gf the events the v0 particl¢s could be identl!ied as A's, and in five of 

them ae e1 °•s. lu the other sb: cases no definite ldentUic.ation waa possible. 

In one event .the incoming track appeared to b~ a ~:•. by. ionization. Most of 

the evettt:sjil8ilR1Ytt strange-particle inter.a.ctlons o£ various sorts (ttstrangenes.s 

exchange'1), although the two with identified A's m.igllt poseibly be l~,ptonic 
. . ~ 

decays of cascades. Some of the events could be intcar.actions of eecottdary pions 

produdng etra.n.ge particles. 
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Table ll 

Listing o£ the background events. The. sign of the supposed czu1cad• aad the 

id.et\tification ¢riteria aot sathfieci are ind.icate4. The identity of tho v0 h 

givon in those cases tu which identi!ice.tion could be made. 

Even.t Sign v0 aot Not Tra.aeverse loatu.t!oa 1Qnematf.ce 
number o! a A coplanar momeatum · n.ot . not 

particle uabalaa2e COtlslateBt eattefied 

0?529 + g M.. X 

1.1?11 ... l( J( 

28241. ... X :x (a) 

28774 " 
30343 :)f: J( (e.) 

332.70 .. X X: 

390S7 )( X (a) 

3~915 .. X X 
'1'.:0: 

42072 " :X I 

45502 ... X (a) 

45781 + .X: (a) 

46155 ... l( (a) 

49697 X X 

vo 
identity 

80 

60 

A 

? 

00 

? 

? 

60 

? 

? 

eo 

A 

? 

(a~o ld.nematical calculation was made since it was already apparent that the 

event was not a :s:. 
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CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Experimental arra~a~ement for directing no .. beam (from Be target ·in 

Bevatron) into propane bubble clla.mber. A and B are S·inch quadrupole 

magnets. C is a 5-!oot deflecting magnet. ·The magnet l!r\lrrounding the 

bubble chamber is oot ·shOwn • 

. Fig. l. Event 17776. TJ:"a.ck 0 is the beam. _11-. Tra,ck lis ~e :! .. an.d 2 ie 

the decay it"'. 'I'.:rack 3 is the proton from the A 4ec:ay which stops in 

the chamber.. t'rack 4 .h the '" .. fro~ the A decay and leaves the chamber 

at the top glass. Line 5 is the . .A line of flight. 

Fig. 3. Event 4983'1 •. Track 0 le the beam u:"'. 'l'rack 1 is· the :;:· and. 2 is 

·the decay n... Track 3 h the protoR from the A decay, and 4 hits 

u .. which leaves at the bottom glass. Line $ is the A line of !light. Tracks· 

A .and B are the n + and w ... from a 9~ decay~ ~-' 

Fig. 4. Event 46109, a possible !5: .. decay without a visible. A dec:ay. Track 

o ie the beam :w~. Track 1 is the possible:~-. Track 2 b a stopping,;,_~·. 
. . . . .... 
from Track 1. Track A is probably a 1T .. by ioldzation. Tracks Bend. C 

. • + + 
are positive and could. be protons.,~n •a...lor K •o. Track Dis a u which 

scatters and which was identi!led by ionization. Track E is a 'A' .. which 

leaves the cha.mbel'. lt is a.o electron pair associated. with the production 

origin. 
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